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10 investment trusts to hedge against stagflation

This report casts an eye over the trusts that make up the 10-stock portfolio selected by the
Alpha value and momentum ranked investment trust screen. While this screen is considered a
source of ideas for further research rather than an off-the-shelf portfolio, a back test over the
last 17-and-a-half years suggests that the trusts it picks collectively deliver strong performance.

Highlights this month:

● Income-focused trusts are potentially a hedge against stagflation
● Cheap Asia trusts offer diversification and dividends
● Will music royalties play a sweet tune for investors?
● Do North America and UK funds balance regional Asia risk?

Time for an Asia pivot?

Former US president Barack Obama made a point of shifting the centre of
gravity of foreign policy towards Asia-Pacific. Given the assertiveness of China,
a global nevermind regional power rival and, as a counterpoint, the chance of
alliances with some of the world’s most dynamic economies, such an emphasis
made sense.

Russian president Vladimir Putin’s war against Ukraine is an ugly reminder
Europe remains strategically vulnerable, too. Renewed focus on the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization (Nato), however, doesn’t mean Asia is any less
important. China’s tacit support (and arguably India’s lukewarm neutrality, too)
undermines western sanctions on Russia and resultant tensions have potential
to affect the investment case for Asia.

China has already signalled disdain for any attempt by the US and friendly
countries  to create what it would characterise as a Pacific alliance equivalent to
Nato.  Such a back-drop should be kept in mind when assessing whether to buy
into Asian opportunities. In a sense some of the region’s most successful
companies are symbolic of both the upside potential and high geopolitical
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stakes. Ongoing global demand for semiconductors is bullish for companies like
Taiwan Semiconductor (TW:2330), which is a mainstay for many Asia
portfolios, but such productive capabilities amid shortages only serves to make
China more covetous of the disputed island of Taiwan itself.

Another great uncertainty is the ongoing Sars-Cov-2 coronavirus pandemic.
Countries such as South Korea, Vietnam and Singapore are seeing case
numbers fall once more. After a meteoric spike, Hong Kong’s case rate has
declined again (down to just under 200 cases per 100k, from a peak of around
885 per 100k, according to Financial Times analysis of aggregated data
sources). But now the highly infectious Omicron variant(s) have taken hold in
mainland China, the impact of further lockdowns could hamper the prospects
for funds with significant mainland China holdings.

Currencies complete a triumvirate of serious risks. Rising US interest rates
make dollar-denominated debt more expensive. Furthermore, should a
combination of further lockdowns, the risk of tension with the US over China’s
support of Putin and any hint of financial contagion from its property sector,
cause weakness for China’s renminbi, the regional importance of the currency
would be consequential for Asian economies.

Counterpoints to these dangers are the post-Covid-19 rebound potential for
some of the world’s most dynamic economies. There are also possibilities for a
desire to reduce dependence on China in supply chains to benefit some
countries, notably Vietnam.

Wherever in the world they are domiciled, companies that can grow and
generate cash for dividends will be essential to deliver total returns for
investors at a time there are genuine fears about stagflation.  This situation,
whereby economies experience recession conditions, but supply shortages still
cause inflation in the price of goods, worryingly has more than an outside
probability of occurring.

Quality income shares, where the companies are robust and relatively recession
proof, or shares where the companies’ earnings are positively linked to inflation
(broadly speaking, those that are commodities exposed) are likely to be an
important source of total returns.  Some regional risk could be worth taking
where fund managers can pick up such stocks at a reasonable price, but
balancing that out with some well diversified choices is wise.

Analyst: James Norrington
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Alpha Investment trust 10-stock portfolios

Unfortunately, many of the fund strategies that were highlighted by the Alpha
Investment Trust report’s automated stock selection have underperformed in
the last ten months. The uncertainty seen in the past two months has seen THE
market take back the excess returns the 10-stock portfolios achieved
throughout most of 2021.

Of the 10 reports generated in the past year, just two have total returns in
excess of the MSCI World index and three have beaten the FTSE All-Share index
of UK-listed companies.

29-Mar-21 27-Apr-21

Name Total Return Name Total Return

Alpha ITs 15.50% Alpha ITs 6.50%

MSCI World 15.30% MSCI World 10.70%

FTSE All Share 12.20% FTSE All Share 8.20%

24-May-21 28-June-21

Name Total Return Name Total Return

Alpha ITs -4.10% Alpha ITs -4.80%

MSCI World 11.80% MSCI World 7.40%

FTSE All Share 6.50% FTSE All Share 5.90%

26-Jul-21 20-Sep-21

Name Total Return Name Total Return

Alpha ITs 3.90% Alpha ITs -16.60%

MSCI World 4.90% MSCI World 4.60%

FTSE All Share 6.00% FTSE All Share 6.10%

25-Oct-21 6-Dec-21

Name Total Return Name Total Return

Alpha ITs -5.30% Alpha ITs -2.20%

MSCI World 1.40% MSCI World -1.40%

FTSE All Share 2.50% FTSE All Share 2.20%
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10-Jan-22 21-Feb-22

Name Total Return Name Total Return

Alpha ITs 5.10% Alpha ITs 2.40%

MSCI World -0.60% MSCI World 5.90%

FTSE All Share -0.40% FTSE All Share 0.60%

Source: Thomson Datastream Refinitiv, Investors’ Chronicle

Summaries of the portfolios with full performance from the past 12 months and
holdings can be found in the appendix at the end of this report.

Cumulative portfolios

There are now six  Alpha portfolios tracked on a cumulative basis. This assumes
a complete switch from one Alpha portfolio to the next after a year.  For
instance, the cumulative portfolio headed 20 July 2020 was sold out of and
rolled into the 10 trust selection for July 2021 when that was published.

The portfolio overhaul is assumed to take place at close of play on the day the
new report for a given month is published. There is also an indication of
performance after accounting for 1.5 per cent notional annual dealing charges.

20-Jul-20 11-Sep-20

Cumulative TR since Jul 20 48.30%
Cumulative TR
since Sep 20 5.40%

Cumulative TR with 1.5% chg 44.60%
Cumulative TR
with 1.5% chg 2.30%

MSCI World 30.30% MSCI World 34.20%

FTSE All Share 27.20% FTSE All Share 37.80%

Source: Thomson Datastream Refinitiv

19-Oct-20 16-Nov-20

Cumulative TR since Oct 20 24.80%
Cumulative TR
since Nov 20 19.30%

Cumulative TR with 1.5% chg 21.50%
Cumulative TR
with 1.5% chg 16.10%

MSCI World 29.30% MSCI World 20.20%

FTSE All Share 35.10% FTSE All Share 23.00%

Source: Thomson Datastream Refinitiv
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25-Jan-21 22-Feb-21

Cumulative TR since Jan 21 18.10%
Cumulative TR
since Feb 21 9.70%

Cumulative TR with 1.5% chg 14.90%
Cumulative TR
with 1.5% chg 6.60%

MSCI World 16.40% MSCI World 25.90%

FTSE All Share 15.30% FTSE All Share 15.80%

Source: Thomson Datastream Refinitiv

Methodology

As a recap for anyone new to this monthly report, its main aim is to provide
investment ideas for readers to consider on their individual merits rather than
off-the-shelf portfolios. The strategy used by the Alpha IT reports should also be
considered fallible, despite the strong long-run showing since launch. The
strategy can sometimes come a cropper and discount widening is always a
danger when investing in trusts.

These warnings are made with confidence as our data from mid-2004 shows
how the strategy has historically performed. It has had bad patches. The impact
of discount widening means that during those 17 years, the maximum peak to
trough fall experienced by the strategy was a huge 63 per cent during the credit
crunch. An investor would need a ludicrously steely emotional constitution to
stick with a numbers-based strategy during such a drawdown, which is a key
consideration when recommending readers’ view the Alpha picks as a source of
ideas above all else.

Fortunately, as well as illustrating the potential pain, the data also suggests that
while the Alpha strategy does sometimes have hiccups, overall (and over time), it
produces much more value from good calls than it loses from bad ones.

Since July 2004 Total return
Annualised
rate

Alpha IT 753% 13.70%

Alpha IT 1.5% chg 550% 12.10%

MSCI World 515% 10.40%

FTSE All Share 252% 7.00%

FTSE All Sh/MSCI
Wld 371% 8.80%

Source: Thomson Datastream Refinitiv, Investors’ Chronicle
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Over the last 17 and-a-half years, the cumulative total return stands at 753 per
cent based on mid-year reshuffles. That compares with 515 per cent  from the
MSCI World index and 252 per cent from the FTSE All-Share. These
performance numbers do lack some realism, though, as they do not account for
dealing charges associated with the reshuffles. If we factor in that notional 1.5
per cent annual charge again to represent dealing costs, the total return drops
to 550 per cent.

Source: Thomson Datastream Refinitiv, Investors’ Chronicle

Screening rules

The central idea behind the Alpha strategy is to look for trusts displaying an
advantageous mix of value and momentum.

To fairly compare investment trusts with different remits and capital structures,
the screen assesses trusts’ value relative to their one-year average
premium/discount.

This is done using a standardised measure called the Z-score (the number of
“standard deviations” the premium/discount is from the mean average).  A
Z-score can be considered to be pretty cheap when it gets below -1 (the bottom
16 per cent of the range) and extremely cheap at or below -2 (the bottom 2.5
per cent).
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Three-month share price momentum is used as an indicator of sentiment
towards trusts and their recent investment success.

The tables at the end of this report show the top 25 investment trusts based on
a combined ranking of Z-score and momentum. The 10 stock portfolio, which is
what this report focuses on, represents the highest ranking trusts that meet the
following portfolio rules:

● Market capitalisation must be more than £100mn.
● No tracker or hedge funds.
● No more than half the portfolio (five out of 10 shares) should have

“niche” themes, and no more than two trusts should have the same niche.
Trusts defined as niche are those focused on non-mainstream asset
classes or sub-sectors, such as private equity, debt, technology and
biotechnology; and those focused on single countries (excluding the UK
and US) or high-risk economic regions such as emerging markets. We
also regard trusts targeting smaller Asian companies as niche, but not
generalist Asian equity  trusts.

● No more than half the portfolio (five out of 10 shares) should be
mainstream trusts of the same type. This rule does not apply to global
funds, but it does to other mainstream themes such as trusts investing in
the UK (large and small companies), Europe, the US or Asia.

● All trusts must trade at a discount to NAV.

Finally, before we get into looking at this month’s top 10 on the next page,
asterisks (*) denote that the author owns shares in a trust.
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Schroder Income Growth (SCF)

Name TIDM Mkt Cap Price DY Gearing

Schroder Income Gwth SCF £209m 301p 4.30% 12%

Discount to NAV

Z-Score Now Avg. Low High

-3.5 -2.70% 0.80% 3.30% -2.70%

Share returns performance

1m, 3m and 6m Share price performance only

1y, 3y and 5y total returns (including

dividends)

1m 3m 6m 1y 3y 5y

2.90% -2.30% -1.80% 7.20% 22.00% 32.80%

Source: Winterflood investment trusts, Morningstar

Source: Morningstar

Schroder Income Growth (SCF) makes a great deal of its record of increasing
dividends. The trust has managed to do so every year since its launch in 1995,
relying on its revenue reserves in fallow times for income received from
portfolio companies.
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So-called reserve management has its critics, however, who argue that dishing
out dividends from capital simply robs the portfolio of compounding power and
leads to lower overall total shareholder returns in the long-run.  For trusts
whose raison d’être is income, however, cutting dividends would probably kill
the reason many investors hold them.

In the case of SCF, which since 2011 has been managed by Sue Noffke, in the
last completed financial year (which ended in August 2021), dividends were 94
per cent covered by payments received from portfolio holdings in the period.
The shortfall was made up by the trust’s revenue reserve which still stood at
£7.4mn at the year end.

In 2021, the portfolio also saw a recovery in net asset value (NAV) per share
growth, up 28 per cent year-on-year, which underpins the ability to maintain the
progressive dividend policy in the long-run.  The trust also uses modest gearing
(borrowing), now at around 12 per cent, to help enhance returns.

The stated goal of the trust is to return an income that outpaces inflation,
something it achieved in 2021, but that looks like a big ask this year. Currently
the trailing 12-month dividend yield is around 4.2 per cent whereas the UK’s
Consumer Prices Index (CPI) recorded a 6.2 per cent year-on-year rise to
February 2022.

Top Ten Holdings

Name % Port

Shell PLC 7.5

AstraZeneca PLC 7.4

Rio Tinto PLC 6.6

Anglo American PLC 5.9

GlaxoSmithKline PLC 5.6

Lloyds Banking Group PLC 4.4

RELX PLC 4.2

BT Group PLC 4.1

Tesco PLC 3.9

0 0

Total 50

Source: Morningstar

The trust’s top holdings do have a degree of inflation protection built in. The
biggest single position is Shell (SHEL) and there is heavy exposure to mining
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companies. On the one hand commodities are a hedge against inflation,
however, there is cyclical risk.

Thanks to the efforts of central banks to cool inflation by raising interest rates,
recession is a possibility. Ordinarily that would mean  a collapse in demand for
materials as manufacturing slows and companies allow their inventories to run
down.

We are living in strange times, however. The supply shocks to oil and gas in
particular and the re-thinking of supply chains post-Covid (plus strategic
imperative to lessen dependence on Chinese manufacturers), means prices
could continue to rise even as economic output declines - i.e stagflation.

Mining and oil & gas companies have a role to play in the infrastructure and
energy revolution that western countries need to undertake. So therefore they
may turn out to be more resilient in the type of recession that is threatening to
occur now, as well as being an obvious hedge against inflation. Furthermore, in
any potential stagflation environment, the income component of total
shareholder return is likely to be even more important, so companies that
maintain a commitment to returning cash to shareholders are more attractive
than ever.

Some investors may be concerned about the environmental, social and
governance (ESG) credentials of such a portfolio, although some of the energy
supply issues brought into focus by Russia’s war on Ukraine is forcing something
or a rethink of approach. Climate change remains a terrifying existential risk,
too, and hasn’t gone away. Schroders as a whole has adopted a policy of
engagement with companies and the policies regarding energy transition and
UK oil companies are outlined in this article by Noffke.

Recent market moves have seen the fund NAV rise strongly, widening the share
price discount, which could be a good time to get in on a trust whose shares
have returned 9.1 per cent on average per year over ten years, versus 6.9 per
cent for the FTSE All Share.

In the past, a criticism levelled against the trust was its expensiveness, but since
March 2021 a flat fee of 0.45 per cent has been charged for portfolio
management plus a fixed £150k admin fee. This represented a second reduction
in three years.
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Henderson Far East Income (HFEL)

Name TIDM Mkt Cap Price DY Gearing

Henderson Far

East Inc # HFEL £446m 294p 8.00% 3%

Discount to

NAV

Z-Score Now Avg. Low High

-2.1 -1.30% 2.10% 6.00% -6.30%

Share returns performance

1m, 3m and 6m Share price performance only 1y, 3y and 5y total returns (including dividends)

1m 3m 6m 1y 3y 5y

2.60% -0.50% 0.20% -0.80% 4.90% 13.90%

Source: Winterflood investment trusts, Morningstar

Source: Morningstar

Henderson Far East Income (HFEL) is a trust that has often traded at a slight

premium, so the modest discount represents decent value by past standards.

Certainly investors will be tempted by the 8 per cent dividend yield, although

the discount volatility experienced in the past few months demonstrates there
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can be uncomfortable episodes as uncertainties caused by coronavirus

lockdowns and US-China tensions adversely affect the region.

This is another trust that has used its reserves from past income to protect and

increase its payout to shareholders year-on-year. Dividends per share were

23.4p for 2021, continuing the trust’s unblemished record of dividend growth

every year going back to 2007.  So far in 2021-22, two distributions of 5.9p per

share each have been made/announced.

Top Ten Holdings

Name % Port

Macquarie Group Ltd 4

Samsung Electronics Co Ltd

Participating Preferred 3.9

KB Financial Group Inc 3.6

Taiwan Semiconductor

Manufacturing Co Ltd ADR 3.4

PT Telkom Indonesia

(Persero) Tbk Class B 3.1

SK Telecom Co Ltd ADR 3.1

Oz Minerals Ltd 3

Hindustan Petroleum Corp

Ltd 3

Australia and New Zealand

Banking Group Ltd 3

CTBC Financial Holding Co

Ltd 3

Total 33

Source: Morningstar
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Earnings per ordinary share from investment revenue were 23.22p for 2021, so

some of last year’s dividend was paid out of reserves. As of the end of the 2021

financial year, the revenue reserve stood at approximately half a year’s worth of

dividends.

In terms of the investment strategy, it’s notable that about a quarter of the

portfolio’s exposure is now towards Australia, with Australian-listings of mining

and commodities stocks a prominent exposure. Next comes South Korea, with

roughly 17 per cent, then mainland China with 15 per cent, and Taiwan at 14 per

cent.

Weightings towards China and Hong Kong have declined markedly since the

end of the 2019-20 financial year. At that time 25 per cent of the portfolio was

accounted for by mainland China companies and Hong Kong made up 11 per

cent. As of the end of February 2022, the Hong Kong listed exposure had halved

to 5.5 per cent.

The managers of HFEL, Mike Kerley and Sat Duhra, have in the past been

notable for a willingness to invest in state-owned enterprises (SOEs) in China.

They continue to stress the importance of “investing alongside government

objectives, rather than against them”.  The experiences of Chinese technology

companies attests to this.

The managers argue that the measures the Chinese government is taking to

alleviate wealth inequality will be good for the economy in the long-run. Counter

to this view, would be the opaque nature of real estate investment in China and

how it could affect the financial sector.

For now, however, the fund is positioned more for a re-opening of the

Australasian economies and other countries in the region. After initial success

dealing with coronavirus, the pandemic in the  has been a serious headwind to

growth and this has translated to weaker share price performance in the region.

For their part the managers will be hoping to improve on a disappointing 2021

for net asset value (NAV) performance. Investors who trust they can do so will

be pleased by the cheaper management fee for 2021-22, now at a flat rate of

0.75 per cent.
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HgCapital Trust (HGT)

Name TIDM Mkt Cap Price DY Gearing

HgCapital Trust HGT £1,952m 429p 1.60% -17%

Discount to NAV

Z-Score Now Avg. Low High

-1.5 -8.60% 0.00% 10.50% -18.80%

Share returns performance

1m, 3m and 6m Share price performance only 1y, 3y and 5y total returns (including dividends)

1m 3m 6m 1y 3y 5y

8.60% 2.00% 9.30% 35.80% 121.00% 211.70%

Source: Winterflood investment trusts, Morningstar

Source: Morningstar

Widening of the discount for HgCapital Trust (HGT) earlier this year
emphasised the risk of investing in unlisted equity in technology companies. The
heightened inflationary pressures and central banks hiking interest rates has
forced a rethink of the internal rates of return (IRR) investors think is worth
their while and high technology valuations have come in for scrutiny.
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Net asset values (NAVs) in the unlisted space, are much slower to be revised
than the valuations of public companies where the market does the talking.
Investment trust shares therefore, as well as being a vehicle for investors to get
exposure to unlisted equity on public markets, are an indicator of sentiment
towards private equity as an asset class.

Higher interest rates and other measures that will prevent the money supply
flowing so freely, such as quantitative tightening by central banks (where they
stop buying financial assets from commercial banks and market makers for the
government), could restrict the boom in private equity deal-making. The cost of
capital is going up and PE firms may need the reserves of cash or ‘dry powder’
for supporting existing businesses rather than buying new ones.

Tighter monetary conditions could also affect the exit strategies of PE
businesses looking to dispose of holdings for a fat profit.

Such general risks for the private equity industry might even be amplified for
funds like HGT which is  focussed on a narrow portion of the market. Yet a
counter argument is that with inflation rising, the attractiveness of high growth
businesses will be strong once the market is more assured interest rate risk is
adequately priced in.

Top Ten Holdings

Name % Port

Visma ASA 12.9

Sovos 4.1

Mein Auto 4

Howden 3.6

Septeo 3.6

Insightsoftware 3

Benevity 2

Lyniate 1.9

Bright Pay 1.9

Mmit Evaluate 1.8

Total 39

Source: Morningstar

HGT investment trust is a listed play on the funds managed by Hg Capital’s
General Partners. While there is a focus on software and services, concentrating
on growing businesses that provide essential services to and have strong
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relationships with their customers. The biggest holding is Norwegian business
software company, Visma ASA.

In the 2021 financial year,  the top 20 businesses the fund gave exposure to
achieved £6.3bn in sales, achieving an EBITDA (earnings before interest, tax,
depreciation and amortisation) margin of £2.2bn, or 35 per cent, on that
revenue.

The question mark hanging over businesses in the portfolio in an environment
of rising interest rates is their level of indebtedness. On average, for the full year
2021, the top 20 holdings (78 per cent of portfolio value)  had a net debt to
EBITDA ratio of 7.1x which was up from 6.4x in 2020.

It isn’t comparing apples with apples, judging that level of indebtedness against
public companies that are typically more mature businesses, but as a rule of
thumb a net debt to EBITDA of above 3 would usually be considered worthy of
further investigation. The question mark over the Hg portfolio would be how
easily companies can manage their liquidity position in a tough stagflationary
environment of recession and higher interest rates.

So, while the trust has enjoyed an extremely stellar run over the decade up to its
December 2021 year end ( 18.9 per cent share price and 17.8 per cent NAV per
share annualised total return rate) compare to the FTSE All Share (7.7 per cent),
there are potential headwinds to give investors more pause for thought than in
recent years.

Continued below
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North American Income (NAIT)

Name TIDM Mkt Cap Price DY Gearing

North

American

Income NAIT £403m 287p 3.80% 5%

Discount to

NAV

Z-Score Now Avg. Low High

-1.6 -11.20% -8.80% -5.00% -13.20%

Share returns performance

1m, 3m and 6m Share price performance only 1y, 3y and 5y total returns (including dividends)

1m 3m 6m 1y 3y 5y

7.50% 0.50% 1.10% 18.90% 14.60% 37.00%

Source: Winterflood investment trusts, Morningstar

Source: Morningstar

Rising share price not quite keeping pace with NAV growth, and therefore a

widening discount for positive momentum reasons, makes for a nice entry point

for an investment trust. This is the initial impression from just looking at the

charts for North American Income (NAIT), part of the abrdn stable.
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The trust usually trades at a discount but it is close to the wider end of its

discount range.  A true North America  equity play, with 88 per cent exposure to

US-listed and just under 9 per cent to Canadian stocks, the trust is being

somewhat overlooked by UK income seekers.

That’s understandable, given the uncertainty for dividends in the past

year-and-a-half and also because there is something of a perception in the UK

that the US is more a market for capital growth strategies, rather than income.

The 3.7 per cent dividend yield isn’t tremendously exciting for an income

focussed trust but the fund manager, Fran Radano, has been positioning the

fund in some slightly lower-yielding stocks during the Covid uncertainty, in

anticipation of their  potential to sustainably grow pay-outs in the longer term.

Top Ten Holdings

Name % Port

AbbVie Inc 6.5

Comcast Corp

Class A 4

Bristol-Myers

Squibb Co 4

Citigroup Inc 3.9

Philip Morris

International Inc 3.8

Cisco Systems Inc 3.6

Gilead Sciences

Inc 3.5

Medtronic PLC 3.3

Huntington

Bancshares Inc 3.2

Gaming and

Leisure

Properties Inc 3.1

Total 39

Source: Morningstar
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Biotech and telecommunications companies feature prominently amongst the

largest holdings but the overall largest sector exposure is to financial firms. If the

underlying strength of the US economy is great enough to withstand interest

rate rises then this should favour banks. On the giant caveat that a serious

recession is avoided (with the potential for loan defaults etc) then higher

interest rates afford banks room to earn more of a margin between what they

pay to borrow and what they charge to lend.

The risks to the US economy, however, are considerable. February’s

year-on-year inflation figure of 7.9 per cent was a forty year high.  Not only has

this prompted the Federal Reserve Open Markets Committee (FOMC), which

sets the target interest rates, to prime several hikes but the Fed Chair, Jerome

Powell, has since indicated the increments could be steeper than first feared.

Possibly a considered  income-focussed approach to value investing will be a

profitable way to pick US stocks, but the trouble NAIT has is the historic

difficulty of outperforming either the S&P 500 index, or a cheaper passive value

fund.  The ongoing charge of 1.01 per cent for NAIT can’t compete with

exchange traded funds charging 20 basis points (0.2 per cent) for an

accumulating US Value exposure, with the market cap weighted S&P 500 even

cheaper to buy.

That’s important, because although NAIT shares have delivered double-digit

total returns in all of the past five years apart from 2020 and the initial shock of

the pandemic, only once in that time did they manage to beat both the S&P 500

and the MSCI US Value index in the same year.

Continued below
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Utilico Emerging Markets Trust (UEM)

Name TIDM Mkt Cap Price DY Gearing

Utilico

Emerging

Markets UEM £458m 214p 3.80% 3%

Discount to NAV

Z-Score Now Avg. Low High

-1.6 -12.30% -10.70% -7.40% -13.40%

Share returns performance

1m, 3m and 6m Share price performance only 1y, 3y and 5y total returns (including dividends)

1m 3m 6m 1y 3y 5y

4.20% 0.20% -3.00% 11.10% 11.10% 20.50%

Source: Winterflood investment trusts, Morningstar

Source: Morningstar

Utilico Emerging Markets Trust (UEM) has a very interesting take on investing

in developing markets, with its focus primarily on infrastructure and utilities

companies. The fund is managed by Charles Jillings at ICM Group. It no longer

has a performance fee, having switched to a tiered charging structure based on

bands of assets under management for its 2021-22 financial year (from April
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2021), although the annualised ongoing charge ratio for the first half of 2022

was 20 basis points (bps) higher than a year earlier at 1.3 per cent, which is

slightly below average for EM trust peers  according to Edison Research.

Top Ten Holdings

Name % Port

International

Container

Terminal

Services Inc 4.8

Gujarat State

Petronet Ltd 3.6

India Grid Trust

Units Series - IV 3

Simpar S.A. 2.9

Alupar

Investimento

SA 2.8

Ocean Wilsons

Holdings Ltd 2.8

MY

E.G.Services

Bhd 2.5

China

Everbright

Greentech Ltd

Registered Shs

Unitary

144A/Reg S 2.4

Power Grid

Corp Of India

Ltd 2.4

Telelink

Business

Services Group 2.3

Total 29

Source: Morningstar
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Over three and five years, UEM has underperformed the MSCI Emerging

markets index as technology and consumer discretionary stocks have done best.

Now, with greater uncertainty for the global economy as a whole, the defensive

nature of stocks UEM focusses on should give it a fair chance of beating the

MSCI EM benchmark.

Jillings thinks so, arguing that the portfolio is undervalued given the

performance of portfolio companies and the fact the trust pays a dividend

(current trailing yield is 3.7 per cent) that is covered by revenue harvested from

payments distributed  by the holdings.  The target discount is below 10 per cent,

and the trust has tried to manage this through a share buyback mechanism.

The portfolio itself is diversified across many regions, with Brazil the largest

single country exposure at 18 per cent just ahead of China (combined with Hong

Kong) at17 per cent and then India at 12 per cent. The trust held no Russian

companies prior to the invasion of Ukraine and has scaled back the one small

holding (that hasn’t been sanctioned anyway) which had some operations in

Russia.

Edison Research’s note reports that Pillings is most concerned by China’s

difficulties in transitioning from a zero-Covid policy to adopting an approach of

trying to live with the virus, as the west is now trying to do. This may well cause

further regional disruption and continued problems for supply chains.

Given the focus on utilities, infrastructure and some agricultural commodities,

ESG considerations fit in fairly seamlessly with the fund’s stock selection

methodology. The trust is, however, open about not being solely driven by ESG

and that it doesn’t act in a purely exclusionary way.

Potentially, UEM itself has to be mindful  of investor activism. The highly active

City of London Investment Management company is the second largest

individual shareholder with 12 per cent of shares in issue.  This is not necessarily

a problem for smaller shareholders, but it is something to be kept in mind.
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Fidelity Asian Values (FAS)

Name TIDM Mkt Cap Price DY Gearing

Fidelity Asian

Values FAS £322m 440p 2.00% 3%

Discount to NAV

Z-Score Now Avg. Low High

-2.3 -10.70% -3.30% 3.30% -13.60%

Share returns performance

1m, 3m and 6m Share price performance only 1y, 3y and 5y total returns (including dividends)

1m 3m 6m 1y 3y 5y

-2.40% -4.40% -10.20% -2.20% 9.80% 25.20%

Source: Winterflood investment trusts, Morningstar

Source: Morningstar

With 54 per cent of its holdings at under £1bn (equivalent) in market

capitalisation and a further 26 per cent in the £1bn-£5bn range, Fidelity Asian

Values (FAS) counts as a niche fund under our Alpha screening rules. The other

broad Asia funds highlighted this month invest more in larger companies so we

don’t count them as niche.
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Classically, one of the explanations for the ‘size’ premium in developed markets,

is that smaller companies tend to do well because they are under researched

and so opportunities are more likely to be missed by the market, leaving rich

pickings for through analysts. Intuitively, it makes sense this should be true for

emerging markets, too, and Nitin Bajaj the fund manager of FAS employs a

bottom up strategy focussing on smaller Asian companies that others are likely

to have missed.

Top Ten Holdings

Name % Port

PT Arwana

Citramulia Tbk 2.2

The Federal

Bank Ltd 2

Chow Sang

Sang Holdings

International

Ltd 2

Texwinca

Holdings Ltd 1.9

Taiwan Union

Technology

Corp 1.8

Axis Bank Ltd 1.8

Gold Road

Resources Ltd 1.7

Focus Media

Information

Technology Co

Ltd Class A 1.7

Shinhan

Financial Group

Co Ltd 1.7

S&P Cnx Nifty

Index_Opp -2.1

Total 15

Source: Morningstar
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The trust’s top country exposure is China, with 24 per cent of the portfolio

invested, this does raise concerns about how the impact of China’s difficulties

managing the spread of coronavirus, now the zero-Covid policy is becoming

unrealistic, will affect NAV. The second biggest weighting is towards India, with

19 per cent and then Indonesia, South Korea and Taiwan (10 per cent each).

In terms of sectors, the trust is overweight towards consumer discretionary

stocks and financials, underweight information technology and neutral towards

industrials compared to the MSCI All Country Asia ex Japan Small Companies

index.

The annual management charge is 0.7 per cent of NAV plus or minus 0.2 per

cent depending on the performance of the fund relative to the market index,

plus there are dealing costs. The current trailing dividend yield of the trust is 2

per cent, but the primary purpose of the strategy is capital returns through

identifying undervalued smaller companies.

The trust employs a buyback mechanism to manage its discount, but over three

and five year periods, the trust’s share price and NAV returns have lagged those

of its benchmark (a hybrid benchmark calculated by Fidelity). The benchmark

index achieved annualised total returns growth rates of 14.4 and 11.2 per cent

over three and five year periods, respectively.

A rotation to value as a style and more dispersion in returns, could favour the

managed approach more in the years ahead, but in the next twelve months,

much will depend on whether Bajaj has got the call on China right.

Continued below
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abrdn Asian Income (AAIF)

Name TIDM Mkt Cap Price DY Gearing

abrdn Asian

Income AAIF £381m 223p 4.30% 9%

Discount to NAV

Z-Score Now Avg. Low High

-1.8 -13.30% -10.80% -6.90% -15.50%

Share returns performance

1m, 3m and 6m Share price performance only 1y, 3y and 5y total returns (including dividends)

1m 3m 6m 1y 3y 5y

0.70% -3.30% -2.40% 4.40% 23.00% 34.20%

Source: Winterflood investment trusts, Morningstar

Since we wrote about abrdrn Asian Income (AAIF) in last month’s report, the

trust has published its annual report for the year ended 31 December 2021.
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Key takeaways are that the trust NAV (up 11 per cent) outperformed the MSCI

Asia Pacific ex Japan High Dividend Yield Index (8.1 per cent),  although the

trust shares were only up 5.2 per cent.

The board continues to have a policy of buying back shares when the discount

exceeds five per cent of NAV.

Top Ten Holdings

Name % Port

Taiwan

Semiconductor

Manufacturing

Co Ltd 8.9

Samsung

Electronics Co

Ltd

Participating

Preferred 8

momo.com Inc 4.2

Oversea-Chines

e Banking Corp

Ltd 3.6

Venture Corp

Ltd 3.4

DBS Group

Holdings Ltd 3

BHP Group PLC 2.8

LG Chem Ltd

Participating

Preferred 2.5

Rio Tinto PLC 2.3

AusNet

Services Ltd 2.2

Total 41

Source: Morningstar
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The ordinary dividend grew to 9.5p per share up from 9.3p for 2020, and

investors will have happily noted a year-on-year reduction in ongoing charges

(at 1.01 per cent as of the end of 2021), thanks to a lower management fee.

For a second year running some of the dividend was funded out of revenue

reserves, as the trust’s earnings per share from portfolio income was, at 8.95p,

not enough to cover the dividend. As at the end of 2021 the revenue reserve

stood at £6.9mn.

Round Hill Music Royalty Fund (RHM)

Name TIDM Mkt Cap Price DY Gearing

Round Hill

Music Royalty

Fund - US$ RHM £258m 1p 2.90% -6%

Discount to NAV

Z-Score Now Avg. Low High

-1.8 -6.80% 1.50% 8.20% -10.30%

Share returns performance

1m, 3m and 6m Share price performance only 1y, 3y and 5y total returns (including dividends)

1m 3m 6m 1y 3y 5y

-0.50% -2.80% -3.10% 4.40% - -

Source: Winterflood investment trusts, Morningstar

Investments don’t get much more niche than music royalties but it’s a highly
lucrative area that Round Hill Music Royalty Fund (RHM) looks to exploit.

As the famous old spats between artists such as Sir Paul McCartney and
Michael Jackson (who famously bought the Beatles’ back catalogue) in the
1980s are testimony to, publishing rights are a source of regular income.

Essentially, songs are non-fungible, too (that’s if you don’t count terrible cover
versions), so there is quite a moat around the revenue streams and in any case,
you get royalties for the covers.

In a potential stagflation environment the safe dividends from music are
attractive, but the drawbacks are whether this revenue stream will grow as
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expected given the power of buyers such as streaming services to keep prices
down.

Then the income earned has to be weighed against RHM’s charging structure,
which could see ongoing annual charges of an eye-watering 2.39 per cent.

Vietnam Enterprise (VEIL)

Name TIDM Mkt Cap Price DY Gearing

Vietnam

Enterprise VEIL £1,582m 750p - -1%

Discount to NAV

Z-Score Now Avg. Low High

-1.5 -18.90% -15.70% -9.60% -22.30%

Share returns performance

1m, 3m and 6m Share price performance only 1y, 3y and 5y total returns (including dividends)

1m 3m 6m 1y 3y 5y

2.00% -1.60% 5.60% 23.40% 70.50% 127.30%

Source: Winterflood investment trusts, Morningstar

Source: Morningstar
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With the west becoming more wary of China, investors have been bullish on
Vietnam’s prospects for some time and Vietnam Enterprise (VEIL) makes it into
our selection once again. The analysis from December 2021 can be read here.

Top Ten Holdings

Name % Port

Hoa Phat

Group JSC 13

Vietnam

Prosperity JSC

Bank 11.1

Mobile World

Investment

Corp 9.9

Asia

Commercial

Joint Stock

Bank Ordinary

Shares 9.3

Vinhomes JSC 7.1

Joint Stock

Commercial

Bank for

Foreign Trade

of Vietnam 6.2

Vingroup JSC 6.2

FPT Corp 4.8

Vietnam

Technological

and

Commercial

Joint Stock

bank Ordinary

Shares 4

SSI Securities

Corp 3.5

Total 75

Source: Morningstar
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Schroder Oriental Income (SOI)

Name TIDM Mkt Cap Price DY Gearing

Schroder

Oriental

Income SOI £709m 270p 3.90% 4%

Discount to NAV

Z-Score Now Avg. Low High

-1.1 -4.10% -2.60% 0.80% -6.10%

Share returns performance

1m, 3m and 6m Share price performance only 1y, 3y and 5y total returns (including dividends)

1m 3m 6m 1y 3y 5y

3.50% 0.20% 3.30% 2.20% 22.60% 35.30%

Source: Winterflood investment trusts, Morningstar

Source: Morningstar

Schroder Oriental Income (SOI), makes the cut again this month. Many of the

same macro themes we have already discussed will affect the holdings, which

can be viewed below. Last month’s look at the trust in detail  can be read here.
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Top Ten Holdings

Name % Port

Taiwan

Semiconductor

Manufacturing

Co Ltd 9.7

Samsung

Electronics Co

Ltd

Participating

Preferred 7.9

BHP Group Ltd 5.1

Midea Group

Co Ltd Wts

27/05/2022(UB

S) 3.3

Hon Hai

Precision

Industry Co Ltd 3.1

Rio Tinto PLC 3.1

HKT Trust and

HKT Ltd 2.8

BOC Hong Kong

Holdings Ltd 2.8

Singapore

Telecommunica

tions Ltd 2.7

0 0

Total 40

Source: Morningstar

Tables of this month’s investment trusts and detailed performance of past

portfolios are below.
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March 2022 Alpha Investment Trust screen results

Past 10-trust portfolio performance tables are below
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29-Mar-21 27-Apr-21

Name TIDM
Total
Return Name TIDM

Total
Return

Alpha ITs - 15.50% Alpha ITs - 6.50%

MSCI World - 15.30% MSCI World - 10.70%

FTSE All Share - 12.20% FTSE All Share - 8.20%

TRUST PICKS

Rights & Issues It. RIII 10.80% Rights & Issues It. RIII 1.80%

Nippon Active Value Fund NAVF 10.60% Rit Capital Partners RCP 4.00%

Henderson Intl.Inc.Tst. HINT 15.40% Bmo Cap.&.Inc.It. BCI 2.00%

Invesco Perp.Uk Smcos. IPU 2.10% Bmo Priv.Eq.Tst. BPET 30.00%

Jpmorgan American It. JAM 27.20% Mercantile It. MRC -19.40%

North American Inc.Tst. NAIT 19.00%
Brunner Investment
Trust BUT 9.50%

North Atlantic Smcos. NAS 1.70% Aberforth Smcos. ASL -11.30%

Middlefield Cdn.Inc. MCT 41.10% Blackrock Smcos.Tst. BRSC -11.30%

Vietnam Enter.Inv. VEIL 26.50% Middlefield Cdn.Inc. MCT 36.70%

Gab.Value Plus + Trust
Dead - Delist.13/07/21 GVP 0.90% Harbourvest Global HVPE 23.10%

24-May-21 28-June-21

Name TIDM
Total
Return Name TIDM

Total
Return

Alpha ITs - -4.10% Alpha ITs - -4.80%

MSCI World - 11.80% MSCI World - 7.40%

FTSE All Share - 6.50% FTSE All Share - 5.90%

Rights & Issues It. RIII 2.30% Vietnam Enter.Inv. VEIL 5.40%

Aberforth Smcos. ASL -8.30% Jpmorgan Russian JRS -85.60%

Abrdn Uk Smcos.Gw.Tst. AUSC -12.20%
Caledonia
Investments CLDN 13.70%

Odyssean Investment Tst. OIT 11.70% Martin Currie Glb.Prtf. MNP -14.20%

North American Inc.Tst. NAIT 11.10% Fidelity European Tst. FEV -1.80%

Rit Capital Partners RCP 2.10% Vietnam Holding VNH 29.40%

Caledonia Investments CLDN 20.30% Rights & Issues It. RIII 1.20%

Vietnam Enter.Inv. VEIL 13.70% Scottish Mortgage SMT -24.50%

Jpmorgan Russian JRS -84.30% European Oppts. EOT -1.00%
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Invesco Perp.Slt.Uk Eq. IVPU 2.70% Middlefield Cdn.Inc. MCT 30.00%

26-Jul-21 20-Sep-21

Name TIDM
Total
Return Name TIDM

Total
Return

Alpha ITs - 3.90% Alpha ITs - -16.60%

MSCI World - 4.90% MSCI World - 4.60%

FTSE All Share - 6.00% FTSE All Share - 6.10%

Ashoka India Equity It. AIE 16.10%
Allianz Technology
Tst. ATT -8.20%

Harbourvest Global HVPE 13.40% Jpmorgan Japanese JFJ -27.20%

Martin Currie Glb.Prtf. MNP -18.90%
Polar Capital
Tech.Tst. PCT -9.80%

Middlefield Cdn.Inc. MCT 28.20% Avi Jap.Oppor. Tst. AJOT -10.60%

Caledonia Investments CLDN 9.40% Jpmorgan Indian It. JII -7.20%

Vietnam Enter.Inv. VEIL 12.90% Baillie Giff.Us Gw.Tst. USA -28.80%

Vietnam Holding VNH 36.70% European Oppts. EOT -11.10%

Scottish Mortgage SMT -25.80% Baillie Giff.Eur.Gw.Tst. BGEU -33.40%

Montanaro Eur.Smcos.Tst MTE -15.10% Scottish Mortgage SMT -27.90%

Abrdn Uk Smcos.Gw.Tst. AUSC -18.00% F&C It. FCIT -2.00%

Continued below
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25-Oct-21 6-Dec-21

Name TIDM
Total
Return Name TIDM

Total
Return

Alpha ITs - -5.30% Alpha ITs - -2.20%

MSCI World - 1.40% MSCI World - -1.40%

FTSE All Share - 2.50% FTSE All Share - 2.20%

Aurora Investment ARR 2.40% Vietnam Enter.Inv. VEIL -1.10%

Allianz Technology Tst. ATT -11.70% Vinacapital Vtm.Opf. VOF 1.40%

Jpmorgan Indian It. JII -5.70% Cqs Natres.Gw.&.Inc. CYN 33.00%

Cqs Natres.Gw.&.Inc. CYN 21.70%
Schdr.Uk
Pub.Priv.Tst. SUPP -28.20%

Montanaro Eur.Smcos.Tst MTE -19.90% Ecofin Glb.Utils.&.Infr. EGL 6.80%

Blackrock Frontiers BRFI -0.40% Pacific Assets PAC -10.20%

Vinacapital Vtm.Opf. VOF 2.80% Aurora Investment ARR 4.00%

Blackrock Throg.Tst. THRG -21.00%
Caledonia
Investments CLDN -2.20%

Blackrock Smcos.Tst. BRSC -15.40%
Manchester & London
It. MNL -25.00%

Bmo Glb. Smcos. BGSC -6.20%
Abrdn Asian Income
Fund AAIF -0.80%

10-Jan-22 21-Feb-22

Name TIDM
Total
Return Name TIDM

Total
Return

Alpha ITs - 5.10% Alpha ITs - 2.40%

MSCI World - -0.60% MSCI World - 5.90%

FTSE All Share - -0.40% FTSE All Share - 0.60%

Aurora Investment ARR -2.90%
Uk Commercial
Pr.Reit UKCM 8.00%

Pershing Square (Lon)
Holdings PSH -0.40%

Schroder
Orntl.Inc.Fd. SOI 0.00%

Blackrock World Mng. BRWM 31.60%
Nextenergy Solar
Fund NESF 3.00%

Cqs Natres.Gw.&.Inc. CYN 26.80% Foresight Solar Fund FSFL 7.20%

Civitas Social Housing CSH -9.40% Murray Intl. MYI 3.70%

Vinacapital Vtm.Opf. VOF -2.50% Oakley Capital OCI -0.60%
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Invs.(Di)

City Of London It. CTY 3.40%
Triple
Pnt.Scl.Hsg.Reits SOHO 4.90%

Murray Income MUT -3.70%
Abrdn Asian Income
Fund AAIF -1.50%

Murray Intl. MYI 8.20% Aurora Investment ARR -5.60%

Temple Bar TMPL 0.30% Securities Tst.Of Sctl. STS 5.30%

Source for all tables: Thomson Datastream Refinitiv
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